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Collie Frontier has been ranked as the most popular dog breed in America in 2020 because of this fact, the Collie Border mix is bound to appear in many scenes like designer dogs sooner or later. If you could describe Collie Frontier in just three words, it would be loving, smart and energetic, and while you can't guarantee anything 100%
from the puff mix across collie most would be just as well as overall, well balanced and lovely. If you're here because you know you want to cross Collie, but you're not sure which one, then you've come to the right place! In this guide we will let you through 30 of the cutest Collie combos around and discover that one of them is the right dog
for you! Popular border mix collie border has been voted by scientists and veterinarians around the world as the smartest dog breed, so you can expect his mixed puppies to share some of that brain wealth, even if his other parents are voted one of the most stupid dog breeds in the world. For this reason, whatever you choose across, you
need to be sure that your new dog addition will have plenty of exercise and mental stimulation in the form of work, training, or interactive games. If he becomes bored, then he becomes very happy, unhealthy and destructive. But if you can give him with this, then you are also in for a lot of love and dog sexism, but what can you expect
from him well, let's find out! Breed boddle: Collie Border and Standard Poodle are perhaps the most popular Border Collie Borderdoodle mix, as the curly-haired puppy who often takes collie's black and white curls will mean he will need regular grooming so that his hair does not become tangled, and it is unlikely he will be hypoallergenic
like his standard poodle ruler. He measures between 16 and 22 inches in height, and weighs between 35 and 65 pounds. This is a similar weight range for most poodle mix strains, as long as they are mixed with standard sizes. He will be super intelligent and super energetic, so he will have to be with a family that can match his fitness
and mental stimulation needs, otherwise he will destroy everything in sight, but give him a variety of activities and he will reward you in kissing the dog and love. Broki Borgie mixes Collie border and corky. Species: Corydan and Corgi Borgi are measured between 10 to 21 inches tall and weigh between 30 to 40 pounds and are medium-
sized species. He often takes long and squats the shape of Corgi's body, but with collie shirts and his large ears and cheeky smile will be his signature features. Their tails are unlikely to dock like most Corgis, but must not be less than 60 minutes. Every day exercise and he will give the dog a good flock to take advantage of the different
herd tricks of both parents called nip and stare. This mix can be established by breeding two species, Corgi Jack Border Jack, Border Mix, Collie and Jack Russell Terrier Strains: Collie Border & Jack Terrier is unlikely to match, but one that seems to work well. The ratting nature of his terrier is still strong, so if you have a pet rat border
jack is not for you! He is another lively puppy who needs a lot of mental and physical stimulation, and intelligence, stamina and devotion make him a highly trained dog, but one that requires a solid leader. Because of his parents Jack Russell which is an equally energetic species, they will have loads of energy. He makes a good choice if
you want a smaller puppy. Measuring just 12 to 20 inches and weighing 20 to 40 pounds, this wire-haired mixer has a tiny fox in appearance. He is a lively ingredient that will keep you and your whole family entertained. Border Springer Border Springer Mixed Border Collie and Springers Spaniel Species: Collie Border and Border Springer
are medium-sized puppies that measure 19 to 21 inches and weigh 35 to 50 pounds. Border sprinklers have a sweet face, large round eyes that will melt the hardest of hearts. Despite his love of hunting wild animals, he will be a very obedient and honest dog who playful and sweet nature in the house, so he makes a family that likes it. He
tends to crave his human attention, so he should be with a family that will not leave him alone for too long. Borador Breed: Collie Border and Labrador Rover Borador is a cross between the laboratory and collie border. They are protecting their families, thinking of them as their flock. You're going to have to discourage herd behavior in the
family home. He is cute and friendly and he tends to want to be at the center of the family circle. Most boradors measure between 20 and 23 inches in height and weigh between 40 and 70 pounds. Favorites of this medium to large species will include water, rubs, water, water, water, water, water, water, water, water, water, water, water,
Stomach, all attention and plenty of exercise. Border point, border pointer, border patrol neck and German short pointer. Species: Collie and Germany's borders briefly point the border as a surprisingly popular mixed breed Willing to please his boss in all the given occasions. His loyalty and ability may make this dog one of the most
obedient on this list. He needs intense exercise at least 1 hour every day to keep happy. Many people don't realize that pointing parents are really affectionate, so you're in for a hug or two! He measures 19 to 24 inches in height, and weighs between 35 and 60 pounds. He may have short or medium hair lengths, and it is likely that he will
use collie's black and white, but there is a recall, or a rhon, the color of the pointed mother. Contrast-collar edging with border collar and blue heel. Breed: Border colic and blue-rimmed flats are puppies of two wonderful herd breeds, so if it is staffed, herd you after he has all the dog features. With this comes the need for at least 90
minutes of intense exercise every day, so if you can't guarantee him this, then he's definitely not a dog for you. When happy he is full of nuts and has a lot of love to give! He would look like a mix of Collie and australian bull dogs, so depending on his parents Collie'21 s shirt expects more hair than Heeler, and more of a pattern and color
than Collie. Bogsally Breed: Collie Border and Boxollie Mixed Boxer and Border Collie This puppy is measured between 19 and 24 inches tall and will weigh between 40 and 70 pounds. If he has a short shirt then you will be able to see his defined muscles, if it is a little longer then you may not be able to, but either way expect a strong dog
here that will definitely require leash training! He may be a little aloof to strangers at first, but like a boxer across all, this guy will inherit the funny quality in which he is always up for making his family laugh out loud! Pyreniees edge, pyreniees edge mix, edge, collie and good pyrini. Varieties: Border Collie &amp; Great Pyreniees, one of the
big crosses on this list, if you are looking for a large herd dog, then this guy might be your best bet. This mix will be the ultimate herder coming to protect the herd, so if you live far away and want someone to watch your flock, he will show off his best skills. After the hard work of this dog, there is so much love to give and think of himself as
a lapdog measuring 21-27 inches tall, he will weigh anywhere between 50 and 100 pounds, so you have to make sure you have enough room for him and that you like (!) of hair. This guy wants a large house with a large garden - Broccoli Beagle crossed the border collie and beagle breeds: Border Colligan and Beagle Beagle Border, or
Borgle, once over his instant flutter as a dog that is easy to love exercising as much as he loves to eat, to make sure to monitor his food intake otherwise he becomes a little porky. Everyone will love this laidback puppy mix and he will be especially loved by children! The beagle mixture tends to pass through their traditional hunting colors,
forming a common mask, as well as large drop-down ears. His coat may be slightly longer, with a square nose bound to smell the weakest squirrel. Depending on the size of his parents Beagle, he measures between 14 and 19 inches tall and weighs 20 to 45 pounds. It's a mixture of border collie and slavic terriers. Breed: Border Collie &
Staffordshire bull terrier if you're after Collie, but with a sweet love side that's sick, then Borderstaff might be the mix you're looking for. He'll also have love for a small member of your family, full of love, beans and loyalty. You're in therapy with this combination. He will be a muscular dog that will measure between 16 and 20 inches tall and
weigh 25 to 50 pounds. He may have a short or medium coat and a coat to appreciate any dog color that his parents colorful sounds too good to be true? Well, it could be with all sorts of Pitbull mixers, be sure to check your local laws and tenant agreements (if any) about pitbull mixes. Boda Tian Bodatian mixed with Collie Border and
Dalmecian Strains: Collie Border and Dalmetian Bodatian Mix Dalmation and Collie Frontier This mixture measures 18 to 24 inches in height, and weighs between 40 and 60 pounds. His shirt may be short in length and it will be shiny and silky or soft or elegant, and he will more than have a black and white shirt with a few points. He is a
protective ingredient, but an independent man and happy to spend time in his own company if he feels his family is safe. He is an energetic dog who will need to exercise for at least 60 minutes every day and he is excellent on the dog agility course. Border border mixed collie border and Bernie Mountain dog Species: The Border And
Burness Mountain Dog measures between 21 and 25 inches and weighs anywhere between 50 to 90 pounds. His coat is thick and soft and usually uses the black, brown and white of both parents. Large drop-down ears and large round eyes also add to his charm. He is away with strangers, the defense of his land, but with his family he is
sweet, gentle. To cover you from head to toe in a small dog kiss and drooling. He has energy, stamina, strength and intelligence and needs such about 1 hour of exercise per day to keep him happy and out of trouble. Collie CockerCock is a mixture of border collie and spaniel chicken. Breed: Collie Border and Cocker Spaniel cocker
spaniel usually look a little collie border but with Cocker Spaniel's cute curly ears he measures between 14 and 19 inches tall and weighs between 24 and 45 pounds. Black, white and brown are his favorite colors, as well as little flecks or patterns all over his shirt. This delightful dog is becoming increasingly popular by the likes of elegant
dog enthusiasts with a bit more ripples! He will need about 45 to 60 minutes of exercise a day and be a happy dog to the lucky, loving his family and being polite to strangers. He might have a reasonably high bait drive to his predatory parents, but might like a game or a hug with his family. Newfies Border, Newfiie Border, Collie and
Newfoundland Border Breed: The Collie Border & Newfoundland Newfi Frontier is the second heaviest mixed puppy on this list, but the absolute fluffiest, so if you don't like dog hair or a little drooling Then you may not be a fan of this guy. He measures 22 to 26 inches and weighs a whopping 60 to 120 pounds, which is big enough to keep
his sheep in check. There are plenty of hair this guy would prefer cold weather. He will be a little aloof, but thanks to his Newfiy genes, he will soon warm up with strangers and surprise them with his sweet, sweet nature. He will also need a little energy out of all the mixes on this list and because of his size he would prefer an untenable
workout. Schnollii's border strains: Collie Borders &amp; Schnauzer Standards, Schnollii's border is highly suspenseful and jolly, which is also very intelligent, but sometimes hardened, and it is for this reason that he needs a strong intention to keep him in line. He'll love his family and make it a good bar-looking watch. It's almost certain
that he will mix with Schnauzer the standard size, measuring the height between 18 and 22 inches and weighing between 30 and 50 pounds. He uses collie's coat color, sometimes pepper and salt, the color of Schnauzer and curly texture, and rather wiry Schnauzer, it is also possible that he will inherit a bearded nose. The Golden Edge is
a combination of golden retrievers and border collie. Species: Collie Border and Golden Retriever cross the Golden Retriever border with Collie Border. One of the most popular ingredients on this. Golden Edge is a friendly and easy dog to love playing time and evening time equally, which is great for those who want to cross the border.
Collie is less severe than that that can be closed at home. However, he still needs about 60 minutes of exercise every day and this love will include water sports of some sort. This man is loyal and devoted to the attention of his entire family. The golden edge measures between 19 and 23 inches and weighs between 40 and 65 pounds. His
coat will have feathers and he will shed a lot all year round. Border border mixes Collie border and Siberian Husky Species: The Collie Border & Siberian Husky Border weighs between 35 and 55 pounds and measures between 19 and 23 inches in height. Perhaps the most energetic ingredient on this list, he should be with an active family
that can guarantee between 1 and 1 1/2 hours of exercise every day, and because he is a genius, so it is important that his workouts differ. He is less stubborn than this Husky parents, and chances are he will be a talking and cheeky puppy who is friendly to everyone when introducing them. A good border, a border or a Danish border
mixes the Dendy and Collie borders. Species: The Great Frontier Collie &amp; Great Danie Border is the highest on this list, so if you have a high ceiling we have a strain for you. Dane's border combines a good dane with Collie's border. He was friendly and warm to his family, but he could be a protector of the land and people who were
strangers. While he is easy to go, his personality must be trained. Because of his strength, intelligence and energy, he will need about 60 minutes of exercise every day. He would have a short and tight shirt that would be sleek and sometimes a little longer if his parents Collie had longer shirts, but rather than sporting a black and white
color. His ears are tall and he will measure between 23 and 27 inches tall and weigh between 55 and 110 pounds. This puppy looks like a husky and is often confused for them because of their similar appearance. They are larger than most Husky though, usually weighing north of 50 pounds, and sometimes three digits. This means
bordermutes are slightly bigger than other border collie mixed. The border would love to pull and be Fast on his feet so you best keep him in motivation. He will need a lot of mental and physical stimulation so he is placed with a family that can do a lot of this intense mixed time. But he will reward you with endless devotion and love. The
Aussie border is a mix between The Collie Border and The Australian Shepherd. Breed: Collie Border and Australian Shepherd Aussie Border are the expected ingredients and for good reason! He's probably one of the best herd dogs on this list, so if you're looking for a ranch hand then this might be the guy for the job. Ideally, he wants to
work whether or not he will need to get around 60 to 90 minutes of intense exercise every day, otherwise he will become a very sad puppy. But if you give his body and mind with what he wants, he becomes a loving addition to the four-legged family. He measures between 18 and 23 inches tall, and weighs between 35 and 60 pounds. His
shirt will be his most distinctive appearance, with Aussie colors and different color eyes often making appearances. Border crossings in Collie and Shetland Breed: Collie Borders and Shetland Sheepdog Frontier is another great herd and one with more fluff! His coat usually uses the brown, cream, white and black of both parents, but there
is more volume than Collie and as such you have to commit a fair bit of time to his grooming schedule. He's slightly shorter than his parents Collie too, and measures between 15 to 20 inches tall and weighs 25 to 45 pounds. He will also be very much in tune with his family mood, and as such makes a great companion for everyone, and
much loved by the younger members of the family. Doby The Doby Breed: Collie Border & Doberman Dobie makes one of the best guard dogs on this list, thanks to his natural protected Doberman parents. His craving 24/7 is very clever, energetic and somewhat needy, so this guy needs a family that can commit a lot of his time,
otherwise he will become destructive. He measures between 20 and 26 inches and weighs between 45 and 80 pounds. It is likely that his shirt will be short and shiny and use Doberman paint and markers, with a strange splash of white Collie. He's a sports-looking dog, but with his friendly Collie face and big ears, Holly the Sholly mixes
with Collie border and German Shepherd. Species: Collie Border and German Shepherd Shollie are beautiful tree species that mix the German Shepherd with Collie Border. Here's another. Collie Cross and the one that would make the dog the ideal herd get his two stepparents. These dogs are often attached to one person and are super
loyal to the person he looks at as his master. Regardless of who he latches onto, you can be sure that your home is in a safe paws with Shollie. It measures between 20 and 24 inches tall, and he weighs between 40 and 75 pounds. As far as his coat goes, this mix takes on the black, brown and white of both parents. Holly may be using
the style of his German parents. His large triangle ears stick up to take center stage and his big shirt will require a lot of grooming. The border pit, the border hole, is a mixture between the border colli and pitbull. Breed: Collie Frontier &amp; American Pitbull Sweet Border Pit Terrier will be a playful character full of life and fun, so you won't
have a boring time with this guy in your life. Loyalty and stamina will create a serious dog, but one thing's worth if you have time. He measures between 18 and 21 inches tall, and weighs between 30 and 60 pounds. It is likely that his coat will be short and shiny and may take on Pitti's dog color, but more likely to include Collie's black and
white, wide infectious smile and his sturdy appearance is remarkable. Collieweiler the Collieweiler Breed: Collie Border &amp; Rottweiler, if you are looking for real estate and family protection, then Collieweiler is another dog option for you. Bored Collieweiler can break one to make sure it works on his intelligent brain. He will almost
certainly be away from strangers too. Measuring 20-25 inches in height and weighing 50 to 90 pounds, this guy stockes and you know that when he lays across you on the sofa, he often thinks of himself as a lapdog, a large drop-down triangle ear will over his face, and his coat will be black, brown and white. Brittany Border Brittany is a
combination of Brittany Spaniel and Collie Border Breeds: Collie &amp; Brittany Border, another rarer mix, Brittany Border is not a geographical area, he is a powerful dog who never stops to be best ready for his energy and intensity. Always ready to play and never ready to sleep, this guy must be with an active or working family who can
spend most of their days with him or he will become anxious if not. He measures a height of between 18 and 22 inches and weighs between 30. The 50-pound Brittany Border uses the black, white, orange and liver of both parents. His shirt will be a little kinked with it too. He may or may not inherit Brittany's stump, but no matter how it
swings until the sun goes down. Breed: Border Collie and Mastiff Borderstiff are another questionable ingredient, but again he works by creating a balanced puppy. He will be friendly and sweet with his family and more excited and bustling outdoors so you get the best of both worlds. Borders is brave when he wants to be but he is another
gentle giant. He is the biggest ingredient on this list, so you best make sure he has plenty of room to stretch out as he measures 26 inches and higher and weighs anywhere between 80 and 150 pounds (probably larger). His coats are thick and dense and often take in Collie's black and white, but most definitely meatier heads and features



of Mastiff Wizslee the Wizslee mixed with Collie border with Wizsla. Breed: Collie Frontier &amp; Vizsla Vizslie Sounds Like Candy and This Sweet Dog Boy Thing! This child will love nothing more than to soothe his man at the end of a bustling day with the gundog and his parents, you can expect this child to go all day and he doesn't
really care what he does as long as he does it with his humanity. This child becomes anxious if left alone for a long time. Weighing 35 to 55 pounds and measuring 19 to 23 inches tall, his body is a little more determined than Collie and he is leggier too. His large and long ears will frame his face and his short shirt will be black, red and
white. Kelpi Collie Collie Breed: Collie &amp; Kelpiie Kelpiie Collie is another rare breed and one that looks very foxy. He measures between 18 to 21 inches tall, weighs between 25 and 50 pounds, and muscles in appearance. His muzzle is much pointier and wild looking than Collie, and takes a mix of his typical parents' colors, (black,
white and red). He will have unlimited energy and will not love anything more than running a herd on a ranch. This guy is so intense and untiring that he is not the most family-friendly and needs at least 90 minutes of exercise every day. He needs a solid leader and one he can look up to. He is free and less needy compared to other
species. In this list, which can be interesting. Finally, imagine all Collie border crosses are enthusiastic and must work or exercise hard to make them happy. If that's what you can give him with, then you have both a good chance of getting well and hopefully after reading this Collie Cross guide you've found your match straight together.
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